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CABINET 

 

Tuesday 3 September 2019  
 

FELIXSTOWE LEISURE CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT OPTIONS  

 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. 

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

 

 

4. 

This report outlines the options appraisal undertaken by The Sports Consultancy (TSC) for the 

redevelopment of Felixstowe’s leisure centres. This is the fourth project of the overarching 

programme of works to redevelop the former Suffolk Coastal District Council’s six ageing 

leisure facilities.  There are two facilities in Felixstowe, Felixstowe Leisure Centre and 

Brackenbury Leisure Centre. 

Cabinet is asked to endorse the option to pursue and explore a new destination Felixstowe 

Leisure Centre in North Felixstowe to replace the existing two facilities.   

Pulse Design and Build (Rock Merchanting Limited), were procured in 2014 as the Council’s 
development partner for the leisure centre redevelopment programme. Cabinet is requested 

to authorise officers to provide a New Project Notice to Pulse Design and Build for a new 

Felixstowe Leisure Centre to replace the two ageing facilities. 

Cabinet is requested to ask officers to complete a business plan for a new ‘destination’ 
Felixstowe Leisure Centre, including a full build programme and a 20 year business case to 

support the project. 

 

Is the report Open or 

Exempt? 

Open 

Category of Exempt 

Information and reason 

why it is NOT in the 

public interest to disclose 

the exempt information. 

 

 

Wards Affected: Eastern Felixstowe, Western Felixstowe, Orwell and Villages 

 

Agenda Item 8

ES/0120
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1 INTRODUCTION  

 On 2nd April 2013, a Leisure Facilities Options Review was taken to Cabinet (CAB12/13) as the 

contract with the then Suffolk Coastal District Council’s existing leisure partner, to operate the 

Council’s four leisure centres, was due to expire in March 2014.  Cabinet agreed that the 

Council’s leisure centres were not fit for the next 15-20 years of service and, if they were not 

refurbished or significantly upgraded, would be a significant financial drain on the Council’s 
resources moving forward.  To this end it was agreed that a Leisure Programme Board would 

be formed and given delegated responsibility for the phased programme of works that was to 

follow.  The phases in this programme were: 

▪ Phase One: Procure a leisure operating partner;  

▪ Phase Two: Procure a leisure development partner to assist with the redevelopment of the 

districts four aging leisure centres;  

▪ Phase Three: Develop a programme of works to redevelop the Council’s four leisure 
centres;  

 Phases One and Two have been completed. For Phase One, Cabinet approved the 

appointment of Places for People Leisure to operate the Council’s four leisure centres in 
November 2013 (CAB50/13), delivering an annual operational saving of £500k. For Phase Two, 

Pulse Design and Build (Rock Merchanting Limited) were procured in 2014 as the Council’s 
development partner for the leisure centre redevelopment programme.  

 The leisure programme is now in Phase Three with the Leisure Redevelopment Programme to 

the south of the district split into three distinct projects: Deben Leisure Centre; Leiston Leisure 

Centre; and Felixstowe Leisure Centres.   

 The Deben and Leiston Leisure Centres are now complete and opened in June 2018 and June 

2019. 

 The first two projects, Deben and Leiston Leisure Centres, cost circa £3.5m and £4.2m and are 

facilities that generally service the local community.  With the merger of Suffolk Coastal and 

Waveney District Councils, Bungay Leisure Centre is also being redeveloped, with a £3.4m ten 

month programme commencing on 16th September 2019.  Attention is now focused on the 

redevelopment options for the Felixstowe facilities, i.e. Felixstowe Leisure Centre and the 

Brackenbury Leisure Centre. The Felixstowe Leisure Centre is a facility of significant size, with 

which comes significant running costs. This, coupled with the fact that operating two separate 

sites within Felixstowe means that costs are also duplicated, has raised the option that there 

is potential to deliver a single destination facility in the town, which will serve the community 

and also attract people from further afield.  

 The existing Felixstowe Leisure Centre was built in 1985 and consequently is reaching the end 

of its intended life. Brackenbury Leisure Centre was taken on by the Council in the early 

1990s. The two existing facilities in Felixstowe include the following: 

  

 Felixstowe Leisure Centre: 

• 25m x 6 lane Swimming Pool 

• 96m square Leisure Pool 

• 12m x 3 m Learning Pool 

• 41 station Health and Fitness Gym 

• Activity Hall 

• 4 rink Indoor Bowls Hall 

• 1 Dance Studio 
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 Brackenbury Sports Centre: 

• 5 Court Sports Hall 

• Studio 

• Squash Courts 

• Tarmac floodlit/football/netball area 

 The Felixstowe Leisure redevelopment programme has progressed in parallel with  the 

Council’s separate promotion of development opportunities in North Felixstowe as part of the 

draft Suffolk Coastal Local Plan.  

 This was first through the production the ‘Felixstowe Leisure Vision’ in October 2017 as 
part of the draft Local Plan Issues and Options consultation.  Through a masterplanned 
approach, involving surrounding land and connections with the town, this work set out the 
concept of redevelopment of existing facilities and the opportunity for a new facility in the 
north of the town, surrounded by housing, community facilities and open spaces.  

 In September 2018 the draft Local Plan progressed to the regulation 18 and regulation 19 

stages of the Local Plan process with consultations seeking to refine draft allocations in the 

plan down to preferred sites, this included the preferred strategic allocation of 2,000 homes 

in north Felixstowe led by the delivery of a new Leisure Centre. The Local Planning Authority 

titled this draft allocation as the ‘North Felixstowe Garden Neighbourhood’.  

 The Council as a landowner responded to this consultation with further masterplanning and 

evidence of the deliverability of development of this scale across our own land and third party 

land. This further refined the possible location and scale of a new Leisure Centre and how that 

may sustainably relate to the existing community and new areas of development, particularly 

focussing on the creation of strong pedestrian and cycling links. The draft Local Plan has now 

been submitted for examination by the Planning Inspectorate, taking place between 20th 

August and 20th September this year and it should then be adopted in early 2021.  

 The pace of the Council’s promotion of the North Felixstowe Garden Neighbourhood and 

Leisure Centre relocation is slightly ahead of the Leisure Strategy for the town and is guided 

by the progress of the Local Plan Review and its consultations. North Felixstowe Garden 

Neighbourhood documents already published have made some assumptions on the potential 

to accommodate a leisure centre in north Felixstowe.  

 These documents have been clear that a position on Leisure Redevelopment programme has 

yet to be confirmed and the Council’s potential location for such a facility would be informed 

by evidence and engagement, including the conclusions reached through this Cabinet report. 

The evidence includes the work done by the Sports Consultancy and studies of walking and 

cycling connectivity and vehicular access options, which are essential to a deliverable and 

sustainable proposal. This has fed into an informed masterplan which will enable the Council 

to plan comprehensively leisure, residential and other community uses sustainably for the 

town.   

 The draft Local Plan, based on information and plans promoted by the Council as landowner 

also addresses the re-development opportunities for the existing Seafront and Brackenbury 

sites. The draft Local Plan also allocates these sites for redevelopment and  proposes uses 

which could take place in those locations and the scale of development which could be 

achieved. For all three areas, the Council will need to prepare and submit detailed planning 

applications for development, and prior public engagement, after the adoption of the Local 

Plan. 

2 REDEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 

 In May 2017, The Sports Consultancy (TSC) was appointed by the Council to undertake an 

initial options appraisal for the proposed redevelopment of Felixstowe Leisure Centres. The 
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Council wishes to exploit the potential tourism opportunity that a new leisure centre could 

bring, using the centre as a “gateway” for further activities within Felixstowe. 

 The Council feels there is an opportunity in Felixstowe to develop its leisure facilities to 

become a destination of choice for both residents and tourists, offering the best and 

appropriate facilities to meet their needs, which also creates an income revenue stream for 

the Council.  A range of options were considered under this remit, including a new combined 

facility and the refurbishment of the existing sites. 

 The scope of work was based on an initial (RIBA Stage 1) options appraisal study. This enables 

the options to be developed and refined to the point where the feasibility can be tested at a 

reasonable level of detail. In particular, design, capital costs and revenue implications can be 

refined, meaning that risks to the Council can be mitigated, giving greater cost certainty. This 

approach reduces the Council’s exposure to potentially abortive professional fees that would 
be incurred if it went straight to more detailed design and cost work.  

 The brief from the Council set out the overall aspirations for the preferred option: 

• Provide a financial return to the Council; 

• Offer additional revenue opportunities on the site(s) – from both leisure activities and 

wider opportunities; 

• Take into consideration that the Council wishes leisure facilities in Felixstowe to be 

destination site(s); 

• Offer activities for all age ranges, with particular emphasis on family entertainment for 

‘rainy’ days; and 

• Take into consideration the needs of the main sports bodies and clubs locally (football, 

swimming, bowls etc.). 

 As part of the options appraisal, TSC also undertook initial consultation with a number of key 

stakeholders, including the Council’s operator (Places Leisure), Development partner (Pulse 
Design and Build), Suffolk Sport, Felixstowe Town Council, Sport England and three national 

governing bodies (Swim England, England Netball and Badminton England).  In addition, TSC 

also reviewed the Council’s built facilities assessment and playing pitch strategy and 

commissioned a health and fitness Latent Demand Report from The Leisure Database 

Company.  

 Following consultation with the Council at the outset of the project, the six options (a mix of 

refurbishment and new build) that formed the basis of the study were as follows: 

• A: Do nothing; 

• B: Refurbishment of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre; 

• C: Rebuilding of Felixstowe Leisure Centre on the existing seafront site (and closure of 

Brackenbury Leisure Centre); 

• D: Rebuilding of Brackenbury Leisure Centre on the existing site (and closure of Felixstowe 

Leisure Centre); 

• E: New build leisure centre at Eastwood Ho! and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and 

Brackenbury Leisure Centre; and 

• F: New build leisure centre at North Felixstowe and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre 

and Brackenbury Leisure Centre. 

 For the new build options, TSC assessed three facility mixes, ranging from a minimum 

replacement of the existing provision to a destination venue. The analysis took into account 

the consultation undertaken, a review of existing Council policies and strategies, the Latent 

Demand Report, the estimated likely capital cost, long-term revenue implications and overall 93



 

affordability position. It settled on the maximum facility mix as the preferred facility mix. For 

clarity, it is as follows: 

• 25m, 8-lane swimming pool (can be reduced to 6 dependent upon cost) 

• 15m x 8.5m learner pool with moveable floor 

• 6-court sports hall (can be reduced to 4 dependent upon cost) 

• 100-station gym 

• 2 x dance studios 

• 1 x spin studio 

• 1 x multi-purpose room 

• Thermal suite (sauna and steam) 

• Café for 40–50 people. 

• Full sized 3rd generation football pitch 

• 250 free car parking spaces 

 It was also subsequently further tested the options through engagement with Sport England 

and the commissioning of an updated Facilities Planning Assessment modelling exercise from 

them. Sport England has also outlined its new Strategic Planning Guidance for sports facilities, 

which the Council will need to demonstrate they have followed if they wish to be considered 

for funding by Sport England. Much of the work already undertaken will support the evidence 

base required for any such funding application. An illustration of the process Sport England 

recommend can be found in Appendix 1. 

 Having established the six options to be assessed and the preferred facility mix for the new 

build options with them, an appraisal was undertaken against a series of common criteria as 

follows: 

• Capital cost 

• Ongoing revenue cost 

• Site capacity 

• Strategic fit 

• Council ownership and availability 

• Accessibility (Private Car) 

• Accessibility (Public Transport) 

• Continuity of service for existing facilities' users 

• Planning issues 

• Visibility of the site/potential frontage 

• Synergies with surrounding land use/activities 

• Future extension potential  

• Delivery of a long-term solution 

2.11 A summary of the evaluation is presented in Section 3. Further details can be found in 

Appendix 2. 
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3 OUTCOME OF OPTIONS 

 

3.1 Option A – Do nothing 

 

Pros:  

• It would incur a lower up-front cost than all of the other options. 

• The facilities are already operational, so there would be no disruption to service. 

 

Cons:  

• It would not address the existing long-term revenue cost of the two existing facilities. 

• It would not meet any of the Council’s aspirations or objectives for leisure. 

• It would continue the inefficient provision of two separate facilities in the town. 

• It would not accommodate the additional future demand from a growing population. 

• It would not address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing 

centres. 

• It would not address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

 

Option B – Refurbishment of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre 

 

Pros: 

• While a refurbishment option would improve the existing facilities to some extent, given 

their age, it would not provide a long-term solution for the Council.  

 

Cons: 

• It would not meet the Council’s long-term objective for leisure facilities. 

• It would continue the provision of two facilities in the town. This is not an efficient way to 

deliver facilities and is not supported by Sport England.  

• Refurbishment would also inevitably entail some disruption to service at both sites. 

• Although it might address them in part, it is unlikely to be able to address in full the 

known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres. 

• Although it might address them in part, it is unlikely to be able to address in full the 

known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

• Refurbishment schemes by their nature carry a much higher risk than new-build projects. 

  

Option C – Rebuilding of Existing Felixstowe Leisure Centre on the existing seafront site 

(and closure of Brackenbury Leisure Centre) 

 

Pros: 

• It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the 

town. 

• It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to 

the existing facilities. 

• It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres. 

• It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

• The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs. 

• There is the potential for a capital receipt from the sale of the Brackenbury site, which 

would then contribute to the overall project cost. 
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Cons: 

• As a seafront site, it is not ideal in that the potential catchment area for this site is 

reduced in size (one side of it is the sea). 

• The site is not easily accessible for those travelling from the north of the town. 

• The size of the site is constrained and it is unlikely that the Council’s full facility aspiration 
could be accommodated. 

• Given the constrained nature of the site, there would inevitably be disruption to service 

while the development takes place. It is likely that this could be for approximately 18 

months to 2 years.   

   

Option D – Rebuilding of Brackenbury Leisure Centre on the existing site (and closure of 

Felixstowe Leisure Centre) 

 

Pros: 

• It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the 

town.  

• It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to 

the existing facilities. 

• It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres. 

• It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

• The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs. 

• The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment 

population, bringing the centre within reach of a greater number of people. 

• The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future 

expansion potential. 

• There is the potential for a capital receipt from the sale of the Felixstowe site, which 

would then contribute to the overall project cost. 

Cons: 

• The location of the site within a residential area away from the main routes into/out of 

Felixstowe means that it would not have visual presence within the town, something that 

is considered crucial to attracting members. 

• There would be no scope to generate a capital receipt from the Brackenbury site. 

• As development would be on one of the two existing facility sites, continuity of service 

would be difficult to achieve. 

     

Option E – New build leisure centre at Eastwood Ho and closure of Felixstowe Leisure 

Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre 

 

Pros: 

• It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the 

town. 

• It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to 

the existing facilities. 

• It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres. 

• It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

• Being a new site, continuity of service could be achieved. 
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• The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs. 

• The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment population 

(by about 80,000 compared to the sea front site), bringing the centre within reach of a 

greater number of people. 

• The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future 

expansion potential. 

• There is the potential for capital receipt from the sale of both the Felixstowe and 

Brackenbury sites, which would then contribute to the overall project cost. 

 

Cons: 

• The site is not prominent, being located away from the main A154 into the town and 

therefore the centre would lack visible presence. 

 

Option F: New build leisure centre at North Felixstowe and closure of Felixstowe Leisure 

Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre 

 

Pros: 

• It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the 

town. 

• It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to 

the existing facilities. 

• It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres. 

• It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres. 

• The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment population 

(by about 80,000 compared to the sea front site), bringing the centre within reach of a 

greater number of people. 

• The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future 
expansion potential. 

• There is the potential for capital receipt from the sale of both the Felixstowe and 

Brackenbury sites, which would then contribute to the overall project cost. 

• The site occupies a prominent position on the main A154 into the town, so the centre 

would have a very visible presence and be easily accessible to a wide population. 

 

Cons: 

• The Council does not own the site, so arrangements to acquire the land informed by the 

masterplanned allocation need to be negotiated. 

3.2 The table below summarises the evaluation scores for the six options. As can be seen, option 

6 emerges from it as the preferred option. Option 5 also delivers many of the same benefits; 

however, the prominence of the location for option 6 is a very important factor in maximising 

visitors and thus delivering a strong financial outcome to the Council.  
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4 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN? 

 The Felixstowe Leisure Centre options would meet two specific actions within the East Suffolk 

business plan: 

• Enhance and re-develop modern Leisure Centre and Sports Hub facilities in the District. 

• Deliver greater financial self-sufficiency for leisure services. 

 The re-development options would also contribute to two of three of the East Suffolk 

Business Plan corporate priorities:   

Enabling Communities: Develop a quality, modern centre that provide communities with easy 

access to affordable facilities enabling people to increase their health and fitness in a 

welcoming, non threatening environment.  

Financial Self-Sufficiency: Invest in modern facilities in order to save the Council operating 

cost and capital liabilities maintenance fees, whilst developing an offering in which 

participation will increase, therefore, generating an increase in leisure revenue.   

 The business case for redeveloping the Felixstowe Leisure facilities will meet 8 out of 10 of the 

East Suffolk Business plans Critical Success Factors:  

• Economic Development and Tourism: helps develop a dynamic local economy offering by 

offering communities with more stable, high quality and high value jobs. 

• Leisure: increases access to quality leisure facilities and activities that support the delivery 

of key services, with increased access for all. 

• Planning: development of a well managed sustainable building that preserves the centres 

historical and natural surroundings. 

• Customers: a development that puts its customers first, planning the range of services to 

meet the needs and demands of the local communities.  Ensuring information is easily 

accessible and available through a range of communication channels. 

• Communities: provides communities with a forum to engage with and a centre to find out 

about community services such as summer holiday activities, volunteer groups etc. 

• Community Heath: provides communities with a centre in which to take responsibility of 

their own mental and physical health and wellbeing, helping them to live active and healthy 

lives. 

No.

Scored criteria 

(0=no score, as not possible to meet the criteria, low fit = 1, 

medium fit = 2, high fit = 3)

Option A: Do 

Nothing

Option B: 

Refurbishment of 

Felixstowe Leisure 

Centre & 

Option C: 

Combined new-

build leisure 

centre on 

Option D: 

Combined new-

build leisure 

centre on 

Option E: 

Combined new-

build leisure 

centre at Eastwood 

Option F: 

Combined new-

build leisure 

centre in North 

1 Capital cost 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

2 Ongoing revenue cost 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

3 Site capacity 3.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

4 Strategic fit 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

5 Council ownership and availability 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

6 Accessibility (Private Car) 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0

7 Accessibility (Public Transport) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

8 Continuity of service for existing facilities' users 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

9 Planning issues 3.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.0

10 Visibility of the site/potential frontage 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

11 Synergies with surrounding land use/activities 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

12 Future extension potential 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

13 Long-term solution 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Total 26.0 23.0 22.0 29.0 35.0 37.0

Ranking 4 5 6 3 2 1
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• Green Environment: development of a modern building that makes significant energy and 

environmental sustainability improvements, drastically reducing the centres current carbon 

footprint. 

• Resources: development of a facility that has the ability to deliver a more business like 

approach to management whilst providing the best possible quality and performance to its 

range of services.   

5 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS 

 TSC provided initial 20-year income and expenditure projections and capital cost estimates for 

the three new facility options. These were a new facility costing circa £15m (minimum 

replacement of existing provision), £17m (enhanced provision) and £20m (leisure 

destination).   If it is agreed to pursue the option for a new facility, officers will provide full 

design plans and costs along with a business plan and present this to Cabinet at a later date. 

 Provision has been made in the capital programme for the proposed redevelopment of the 

Felixstowe’s leisure centres. Additional funding would come from the sale of the existing sites, 

borrowing (financed by the improved management fee for the new centre) and, potentially, 

grant support from Sport England’s Strategic Fund. This could be in the region of £1m-£2m 

and would be a solicited bid. In order to be eligible for consideration, the Council must 

demonstrate that their plans are the outcome of following Sport England’s best practice 
approach to delivering new sports facilities.  

 For this reason, the Council has already started the process of engagement with Sport 

England. In addition, it should be noted that Sport England has already provided support for 

the Council’s developments at Deben. The Council has also promoted the new Leisure Centre 

site through the draft Local Plan alongside major housing development opportunities on 

Council owned land and development opportunities on existing sites. Whilst the development 

income to the Council from its development land cannot be fully appraised at present and the 

delivery of the funding of the new leisure centre is not reliant on that, it should be recognised 

that the council is pursuing options which provides the best value to Council.  

 In order to take the project forward, the next step would be to undertake a detailed (RIBA 

Stage 2) feasibility study on the preferred option. The estimated cost of this is £250,000. Once 

completed, officers would aim to present the findings to Cabinet in March 2020 and seek 

approval to move onto the next stage of the design process (RIBA Stages 3 and 4). The 

£250,000 will come from the £1m already set aside in the capital programme for 2019/20 for 

this work.   

 In addition, to support the ongoing project development and evidence base for the proposals, 

officers are seeking a budget of £25,000 to enable the updating of the existing Built Facilities 

and Playing Pitch Strategies. 

6 OTHER KEY ISSUES 

 This report has been prepared having taken into account the results of an Equality Impact 

Assessment.  

7 CONSULTATION 

 An online public consultation survey was held using a Survey Monkey platform between 19th 

February and 30th April 2018. 996 individuals completed the survey. 

 Furthermore, the Leisure Team attended and presented at several events during the same 

period.  The presentations were made to the following groups and organisations: Felixstowe 

Town Council, Level Two Youth, Felixstowe Society, Felixstowe Sports Council, Felixstowe 99



 

Business Breakfast, Felixstowe Chamber of Commerce, Visit Felixstowe Season Launch, 

Felixstowe Youth Forum and the Felixstowe Rotary.  

 The analysis of the public consultation can be seen in Appendix C.  The questions were 

designed to understand what was important to the community in a leisure centre, so that this 

could be added to the initial options appraisal. 

 The questions asked were as follows:  

1. Do you currently use sports facilities located outside of Felixstowe?  

2. What are your top 3 preferred leisure activities?  

3. How do you usually travel to the existing leisure centres?  

4. How far would you be prepared to travel to a new leisure centre in Felixstowe?  

5. What day or days of the week do you typically visit the existing leisure centres?  

6. What time of the day do you typically visit the existing leisure centre?  

7. How do you typically visit the Council's existing leisure facilities in Felixstowe?  

8. Thinking of location, what is most important to you in terms of leisure facility provision in 

Felixstowe?  

9. What would be your most important requirements for a new centre (sports facilities)?  

10. What would be your most important requirements for a new centre (other facilities)?  

11. What else in your opinion should the Council consider to help improve its leisure 

provision in Felixstowe?  

 Headline outcomes from the survey show: 

• 65% of respondents do not use sports facilities outside of Felixstowe. 

This underlines the importance of having a facility that is accessible to as many residents of 

the town as possible (as well as those from further afield). 

• The 5 most popular activities were: 

Leisure swimming; 

Swimming to keep fit; 

Gym/health and fitness activities; 

Exercise classes; and 

Racketsports. 

All of these sports are covered by the facility mixes proposed. 

• 68% of respondents travel to the leisure centre by car. 

This underlines the importance of an accessible site with sufficient space for adequate car 

parking. 

• 48% of respondents would be prepared to travel 5 to 10 minutes to a new leisure centre. 

This underlines the need to maximise the reach of the 5-10 minute drivetime catchment. 

• 51% of respondents prioritised the proximity of facilities to a free car park with 51% 

ranking this as the most important. It was not so important for leisure facilities to be 

located near a school. 

• Many respondents felt the current facilities were inadequate. 
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This underlines the need for a fundamental redevelopment of the Council’s facilities, rather 
than short-tern upgrades of the existing buildings. 

8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION 

 Officers recommend the following: 

• The Council pursues Option 6, the delivery of a new wet and dry destination facility in 

north Felixstowe. 

• Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre are closed when the new 

centre opens. 

• A budget of £250,000 is allocated to enable the design and planning of the new centre to 

progress through RIBA Stage 2. 

• A budget of £25,000 is allocated to enable officers to update the existing Built Facilities 

and Playing Pitch Strategies. 

• That officers report back to Cabinet once the RIBA Stage 2 design work is complete. 

 To assist with the financial planning of the East Suffolk capital programme.  

 To assist with the delivery of key corporate actions within the council’s leisure strategy. 

 To provide quality leisure and health facilities/services that are accessible and available to 

residents and visitors of the area for generations to come, whilst ensuring the best interests 

of the council are met. 

 To secure the appropriate resources to ensure delivery of the redevelopment of a quality, 

modern, fit for purpose leisure centre, meeting the needs of local communities and 

supporting the councils invest to save aspirations.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Cabinet is asked to endorse the option to pursue and explore a new destination Felixstowe 

Leisure Centre in North Felixstowe to replace the existing two facilities. 

2. That Cabinet is requested to provide delegated authority to the Strategic Director to provide a 

New Project Notice to Pulse Design and Build to provide designs and costs to RIBA 2 for a new 

Felixstowe Leisure Centre to replace the two ageing facilities. 

3. That Cabinet is requested to ask officers to complete a business plan for a new ‘destination’ 
Felixstowe Leisure Centre, including a full build programme and a 20 year business case to 

support the project and aim to present to Cabinet in March 2020.  

4. That Cabinet agrees the amount of £25,000 for officers to procure the updating of the Built 

Facility and Playing Pitch Strategies and produce an overall East Suffolk strategy for each.  

 

APPENDICES   (List the title of each separate Appendix below) 

Appendix A Sport England Strategic Planning Guidance for sports facilities 

Appendix B Facility Mix Appraisal 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS:  None.   
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Scored criteria 

(0=no score, as not possible to meet the criteria, low fit = 1, medium fit = 2, high fit = 3

Weighting

(1 = low, 

2 = medium,

3 = high)

Felixstowe Leisure Centre site Brackenbury Leisure Centre site
North Development Site - Council 

land

North Development Site - 

options

1 - Site capacity

Does the site have adequate capacity to accommodate the building and car parking required? (capacity to accommodate all options fully = 3, insufficient capacity to 

accommodate any options fully = 0)
1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Score Sub Total 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

2 - Strategic fit

Would development of a new centre on the site fit well with the Council's vision for Felixstowe and the leisure strategy? (strong fit = 3, poor fit = 0) 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.5 3.0

Score Sub Total 2.0 1.0 2.5 3.0

3 - Council ownership and availability

Is the site in the ownership of the Council or a willing partner and available for development, therefore minimising the capital cost and improving deliverability? (the 

site is owned by the Council and available for development swiftly = 3, the site is not in Council ownership = 1)
1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

Score Sub Total 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

4 - Accessibility (Private Car)

How well is the site served by road access for cars & coaches including parking? 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0

Score Sub Total 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0

5 - Accessibility (Public Transport)

How easily accessible is the site by public transport, cycling and walking? 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Score Sub Total 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

6 - Continuity of service for existing facilities' users

Ability to offer continuous service to users of the existing facilities during construction with minimal disruption. 1.0 0.0 2.5 3.0 3.0

Score Sub Total 0.0 2.5 3.0 3.0

7 - Planning issues

Impact of planning issues likely to affect/restrict the proposed development 1.0

Score Sub Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

8 - Possible site constraints e.g. flood  risk, poor ground conditions, environmental, archaeology etc.

Impact of site issues likely to affect/restrict the proposed development or cost/delivery of the programme 1.0

Score Sub Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9 - Visibility of the site / potential frontage

Is the site in a visible location that will help attract new users to the site. 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Score Sub Total 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

10 - Synergies with surrounding land use/activities

The extent to which use of the site will complement other related activities on neighbouring sites 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0

Score Sub Total 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0

11 - Future extension potential 

The extent to which use of the site offers scope to provide future expansion to meet changing leisure needs 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

Score Sub Total 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

14.0 16.5 23.5 24.0

4 3 2 1

Site Total Score Ranking

Felixstowe Leisure Centre site 14.0 4

Brackenbury Leisure Centre site 16.5 3

North Development Site - Council land 23.5 2

North Development Site - wider options 24.0 1

Total Score

Ranking
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Criteria Felixstowe Leisure Centre site Brackenbury Leisure Centre site North Development Site - Council land North Development Site - wider options

1 - Site capacity

The area of the site is approximately 6,500 sqm. Therefore, it is unlikely to be large 

enough to accommodate the core facility mix and desired number of parking spaces. It is 

also unlikely to be able to accommodate the optional facilities.

The area of the site is approximately 17,000 sqm. Therefore, it should be large enough 

to accommodate the preferred facility mix, optional facilities and car parking. It should 

also allow the retention of the existing centre/the facilities it includes.

The site covers a significant area so should be able to accommodate the preferred 

facility mix, optional facilities and car parking.

The site covers a significant area so should be able to accommodate the preferred 

facility mix, optional facilities and car parking.

2 - Strategic fit

The development of a new centre on this site would fit with the Council's objective to 

encourage growth. However, allocating the site to develop the seafront could target 

tourism more and would therefore suit the Council's strategy to be a leading coastal 

town.

The site is in a residential area, therefore less likely to act as a gateway for tourism or 

promote Felixstowe.

The council would like the new Leisure Centre to act as a gateway for tourists, therefore 

the positioning of this site (on the outskirts of the town) suits the gateway vision. 

However, the location of the Council-owned land within the site would compromise the 

potential of a very prominent location.

The council would like the new Leisure Centre to act as a gateway for tourists, therefore 

the positioning of this site (on the outskirts of the town) suits the gateway vision. 

Depending on the exact location within the North Development Site, the centre has the 

potential to occupy a very prominent position.

3 - Council ownership and availability

The site is owned by the Council. The site is owned by the Council. The site is owned by the Council. The various sites are not own by the Council, so it would require a land purchase or 

swap with Council land within the site. This is likely to be achievable; however, there 

may be a cost implication for the Council.

4 - Accessibility (Private Car)

The site is accessible by private car, however involves driving through the town 

(therefore has the potential to increase congestion) and has no main roads leading up to 

it.

In terms of population, a total of 88,000 (48,500 aged 16-59) live within a 15-minute 

drive.

The site is accessible by private car however is not off a main road and is located in a 

residential area.

In terms of population, a total of 100,000 (55,000 aged 16-59) live within a 15-minute 

drive.

Click to see 15-minute drivetime

The site is accessible off Links Avenue (which leads from the A154) or Gulpher Road. 

Links Avenue is a residential road, therefore creating an access point could be an issue. 

Gulpher road is single lane narrow road therefore may not have the capacity to 

accommodate for the traffic from a new leisure centre. 

In terms of population, a total of 167,000 (95,000 aged 16-59) live within a 15-minute 

drive.

The site is accessible by main road (A14 and A154) therefore easy to reach by car. The 

A14 comes in from Ipswich therefore has the potential to attract members from the 

Ipswich area (about 20 minute drive time from central Ipswich). The site is also easily 

accessible from Felixstowe High Street.

In terms of population, a total of 167,000 (95,000 aged 16-59) live within a 15-minute 

drive.

5 - Accessibility (Public Transport)

The site is a 20 minute walk from the rail station and the 77 Ipswich bus stops just within 

a 4 minute walking distance from the site. The site is also accessible from Old 

Felixstowe via the 173 Woodbridge bus, however requires an additional 20 minutes 

walking. Therefore, the site has reasonable access by public transport but could restrict 

those with limited mobility due to the additional walking required.

The site is a 15 minute walk from the rail station and the 76 Ipswich bus stops just within 

a 2 minute walking distance from the site. Therefore, the site has a reasonable access 

by public transport.

The site is a 15 minute walk from the rail station (to Links Avenue) and the 76 bus stops 

within a short walking distance from the site. However, if the site's access point is 

located on Gulpher Road, there will be very limited access by public transport as there 

are currently no buses that travel along the road or leading up to it.

The site is a 20 minute walk from the rail station however there are no buses along the 

A154.

6 - Continuity of service for existing facilities' users

The current facilities at the existing leisure centre would need to be demolished and then 

rebuilt, therefore there would be no continuity of service.

The current facilities at the existing leisure centre would still be able to be used whilst 

building on this site, however the dry side facilities on this site might need to be 

demolished before building the new leisure centre, therefore could cause disruption for 

users. The site is fairly large and it may be possible to keep the facilities running whilst 

the new leisure centre is built on a different section of the site.

The current leisure centre could continue to provide services until the new leisure centre 

is built on this site.

The current leisure centre could continue to provide services until the new leisure centre 

was built on this site.

7 - Planning issues

8 - Possible site constraints e.g. flood  risk, poor ground 

conditions, environmental, archaeology etc.

9 - Visibility of the site / potential frontage

The site is located on the seafront, therefore may be able to attract people who are 

visiting the seafront/beach area. However, the site is fairly hidden from those visiting 

Felixstowe for the first time or just passing through.

The site is located in a residential area with poor frontage. The site potentially has reasonable frontage, however depends largely on where the 

centre is located within the site.

The site has very good frontage as it is located on the main road leading up to 

Felixstowe.

10 - Synergies with surrounding land use/activities

The site has the potential to complement the activities in the neighbouring area, however 

it will depend largely on the seafront development plans.

The site will not complement the area, as it is located in a largely residential area with 

few complementary commerical opportunities.

The site has the potential to complement the activities in the area (there was a 

suggestion of co-located the leisure centre and a new school on this site) however 

depends largely on the development plans.

The site has potential to complement the activities in the area (there was a suggestion of 

co-located the leisure centre and a new school on this site) however depends largely on 

the development plans.

11 - Future extension potential 

The site's size (6,500 sqm) means that future extension potential is very limited. The site is large (17,000 sqm), therefore there is some potential for future extension. 

However, the site is constrained by the residential housing and extending the centre in 

the future could be an issue with local residents.

The site is large and has good extension potential. The site is large and has good extension potential.

Click to see 15-
minute drivetime

Click to see 15-
minute drivetime

Click to see 15-
minute drivetime
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Felixstowe Leisure Centre

Site Options Appraisal

Scoring Summary

Site Total Score

Felixstowe Leisure Centre site 14.0

Brackenbury Leisure Centre site 16.5

North Development Site - Council land 23.5

North Development Site - wider options 24.0

Scored criteria 

(0=no score, as not possible to meet the criteria, low fit = 1, 

medium fit = 2, high fit = 3

Felixstowe Leisure 

Centre site

1 - Site capacity 1.0

2 - Strategic fit 2.0

3 - Council ownership and availability 3.0

4 - Accessibility (Private Car) 1.0

5 - Accessibility (Public Transport) 2.0

6 - Continuity of service for existing facilities' users 0.0

7 - Planning issues 0.0

8 - Possible site constraints e.g. flood  risk, poor ground conditions, 

environmental, archaeology etc.
0.0

9 - Visibility of the site / potential frontage 2.0

10 - Synergies with surrounding land use/activities 2.0

11 - Future extension potential 1.0

Total 14.0

Ranking 4
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Ranking

4

3

2

1

Brackenbury 

Leisure Centre site

North Development 

Site - Council land

North Development 

Site - wider options

3.0 3.0 3.0

1.0 2.5 3.0

3.0 3.0 2.0

1.0 3.0 3.0

2.0 2.0 2.0

2.5 3.0 3.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

1.0 2.0 3.0

1.0 2.0 2.0

2.0 3.0 3.0

16.5 23.5 24.0

3 2 1
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Felixstowe Leisure Centre

Site Options Appraisal

Accessibility Population Statistics

Felixstowe

ID From To Population Male Female Age <5

1 0 5 13,547 6,463 7,084 611

2 5 10 16,879 8,285 8,594 961

3 10 15 57,764 28,375 29,389 3,799

88,190 43,123 45,067 5,371

Under 5

Brackenbury

ID From To Population Male Female Age <5

1 0 5 14,817 7,076 7,741 691

2 5 10 17,997 8,853 9,144 1,016

3 10 15 66,802 32,838 33,964 4,408

99,615 48,767 50,848 6,115

Under 5

North Development Site

ID From To Population Male Female Age <5

1 0 5 22,277 10,737 11,540 1,127

2 5 10 34,932 17,162 17,770 2,198

3 10 15 110,236 54,437 55,799 7,122

167,445 82,336 85,109 10,448

Under 5

Felixstowe Brackenbury
North 

Development Site

Total 88,190 99,615 167,445

Male 43,123 48,767 82,336

Female 45,067 50,848 85,109

Under 5 5,371 6,115 10,448

5-15 11,460 12,856 21,283

16-59 48,549 55,206 94,941

60 and over 22,810 25,438 40,773
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Age 5-7 Age 8-9 Age 10-14 Age 15 Age 16-17 Age 18-19 Age 20-24 Age 25-29

400 239 713 164 317 281 605 532

592 371 1,046 215 447 378 824 787

2,174 1,312 3,510 725 1,508 1,246 3,138 3,697

3,166 1,922 5,269 1,104 2,272 1,905 4,567 5,016

5-15 5-15 5-15 5-15 16-59 16-59 16-59 16-59

Age 5-7 Age 8-9 Age 10-14 Age 15 Age 16-17 Age 18-19 Age 20-24 Age 25-29

449 268 786 181 349 313 681 598

633 400 1,137 231 484 399 860 833

2,480 1,484 3,983 826 1,711 1,468 3,760 4,437

3,562 2,152 5,905 1,237 2,544 2,180 5,302 5,868

5-15 5-15 5-15 5-15 16-59 16-59 16-59 16-59

Age 5-7 Age 8-9 Age 10-14 Age 15 Age 16-17 Age 18-19 Age 20-24 Age 25-29

711 426 1,237 273 544 492 1,080 969

1,346 844 2,262 459 977 750 1,702 1,903

3,834 2,279 6,299 1,311 2,805 2,705 7,020 7,864

5,892 3,550 9,797 2,044 4,326 3,947 9,802 10,736

5-15 5-15 5-15 5-15 16-59 16-59 16-59 16-59
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Age 30-44 Age 45-59 Age 60-64 Age 65-74 Age 75-84 Age 85-89 Age 90+

2,062 2,772 1,120 1,798 1,271 402 259

3,175 3,698 1,217 1,633 1,097 285 152

11,908 11,174 3,574 4,899 3,614 947 541

17,145 17,643 5,911 8,330 5,982 1,634 953

16-59 16-59 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over

Age 30-44 Age 45-59 Age 60-64 Age 65-74 Age 75-84 Age 85-89 Age 90+

2,300 3,031 1,206 1,921 1,351 424 268

3,401 3,965 1,288 1,728 1,171 294 157

13,850 12,764 4,092 5,613 4,153 1,120 653

19,552 19,760 6,586 9,262 6,675 1,837 1,078

16-59 16-59 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over

Age 30-44 Age 45-59 Age 60-64 Age 65-74 Age 75-84 Age 85-89 Age 90+

3,715 4,667 1,738 2,605 1,808 549 336

7,026 7,140 2,268 3,069 2,178 533 273

22,636 20,944 6,610 9,118 6,727 1,856 1,107

33,378 32,751 10,616 14,792 10,712 2,937 1,716

16-59 16-59 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over 60 and over
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	Item\ 4\ -\ Corporate\ Health\ &\ Safety\ Resource
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 The Council has a statutory obligation to comply with health and safety requirements and this extends to the monitoring of services being delivered on behalf of the Council by its contractors and service delivery partners. At present there are cap...

	2 BACKGROUND
	2.3 There remains a significant area of risk for the Council in the way in which it manages the health & safety compliance of its key service providers such as Norse and our leisure providers as well as gaps in our approach to event management and som...
	2.4 As well as the internal audit findings the HSE has conducted a routine investigation into our management of the waste and recycling contract with Norse, specifically how we satisfy ourselves that our contractor is complying with all health and saf...
	2.5 Existing resource within the Corporate Health & Safety Team is very limited (1.6FTE) and is fully committed to supporting the Housing Maintenance Team, developing policies and procedures, providing detailed advice and guidance on request and maint...
	2.6 The new post proposed in this report will be dedicated to duties within the Operations Service Area including the landlord’s duties in relation to events and activities on Council owned land (although the applications process is handled by the Eco...
	2.7  Recent prosecutions of LAs by the HSE and the new sentencing guidelines demonstrate the expectations on local authorities with regard to compliance and the seriousness with which breaches are treated:

	3 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	3.1 The Council’s business plan sets out our vision to maintain and sustainably improve the quality of life for everyone growing up in, living in, working in and visiting east Suffolk.
	3.2 Within this overarching vision, there are three key strategic themes one of which is financial self-sufficiency. With recent changes to sentencing guidelines the courts are now imposing much higher penalties on organisations that breach health and...
	3.3 This has increased the financial and reputational risk to the Council and given recent cases against local authorities, this proposal, although adding some additional cost, will help to protect the Council from the significant financial and reputa...

	4 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	4.1 The additional cost of this Band 6 post is £38,118 to £41,673 (including on-costs). If approved the post holder will report directly to the Senior Environmental Health Officer in the Food & Safety Team who currently manages the day-to-day operatio...

	5 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	5.1 An Equality Impact Assessment is not required for this proposal.

	6 CONSULTATION
	6.1 No external consultation is required for the establishment of this post.
	6.2 Internal consultation has already been undertaken through the Council’s normal resource request process and Finance, HR and the Strategic Management Team have all approved the request subject to Cabinet approval.

	7 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	7.1 The option of continuing to deliver the internal corporate health and safety service using existing resource has been considered but this option exposes the Council to significant risk from failure to maintain appropriate levels of compliance with...

	8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	8.1 To ensure sufficient capacity within the Corporate Health and Safety Team to audit the health and safety performance of our key strategic partners, contractors and those holding events on Council land.


	Item\ 5\ -\ Grass\ Cutting\ -\ A\ Conservation\ Approach
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 Norse, the Council’s delivery partner, has been providing grounds maintenance services in its current form for a considerable number of years with little variation service (apart from land divestments).
	1.2 In a climate where increased scrutiny is brought to bear on the environmental impact of the council’s activity the council should be looking, where possible, to amend the maintenance schedule to promote greater bio-diversity and reduce our carbon ...
	1.3 Other Local Authorities and indeed Town Councils, including within this District, have amended their grounds maintenance schedule to be further supportive of a more bio-diverse environment.
	1.4 One of the contentious points is the use of herbicides which amongst other factors has become more prevalent over time.
	1.5 All of the above shall be explored in further detail below:

	2  Current management of open spaces – an overview
	2.1 Grass cutting:
	2.2 In general, depending on the weather, grass cutting on public open spaces in East Suffolk typically will start around mid-March and continue until the season ends (usually October).
	2.3 The first cut of the season will typically take slightly longer, particularly if grass has remained active during the winter period with the first cutting cycle largely completed around mid-April. If the location is one which is cut at the end of ...
	2.4 The planned schedule involves dedicated teams focussed on areas throughout the growing season. These teams also undertake occasional urgent works in addition to the schedule.
	It should be noted that in recent years the growing season has lengthened with warmer year-round temperatures, there have been occasions where cutting has been carried out earlier and later than the above schedules. Any additional operational consider...
	2.5 Norse also carries out grass cutting on behalf of Suffolk County Council on its highway verges within Towns and Parishes, with the majority of additional cuts paid for by East Suffolk Council to “top up” the County set frequency. Highway grass on ...
	2.6 Churchyards / Cemeteries:
	2.7 Where East Suffolk has responsibility for Churchyards, the grass is cut four times per year, spread over the growing season. This was reduced in recent years as part of an approach which aimed to promote churchyards as areas that could support wil...
	2.8 Some Churches raise additional funds to increase the number of grass cuts, whilst others have used the lower frequency to provide an attractive and more biodiverse enclosed space. In the majority of cases within Cemeteries, burials take place with...
	2.9 Where areas of grounds in cemeteries have been set aside from a cutting regime, information has been provided on signposts to draw visitor’s attention to why the grass is not being cut, and what types of wildlife and insect life this approach prot...
	2.10 Due to the restrictions in space, during the process of grass cutting, arisings (cuttings) can sometimes be distributed or blown onto memorials. This is, where possible, kept a minimum and while unavoidable, is less intrusive than using herbicides.
	2.11 In older sections of cemeteries where burials still take place, cutting is less frequent than ‘Lawns’ but they are still cut on a regular basis.
	2.12 There are also some areas which by their very nature lend themselves to being managed for the benefit of conservation. These areas will appear longer in order to allow the plants and insects the full benefit to this approach.
	2.13 Herbicides:
	2.14 Herbicides, and more specifically Glyphosate, are currently employed by Norse across the district in a number of locations, for example around lamp posts on a highway verge, around park benches, buildings / structures which can dramatically reduc...
	2.15 Norse are only able to use products which comply with Government legislation and all staff that undertake such operations are licenced to do so.
	2.16 A number of English councils have banned the application of Glyphosate in its parks and open spaces such as Croydon and Bury Council. The London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham are now pesticide free and others such as Hampshire CC are re-exami...
	2.17 Some parishes in East Suffolk have requested that the use of herbicide spraying is kept to a minimum – for example, alongside roads and paths.
	2.18 Maintenance Routine:
	2.19 In general, depending on the weather, grass cutting for ESC will start around mid March and continue until the season ends (usually October). This provides in the region of 7 – 8 cuts per year across the district and frequency being dependent on ...
	2.20 The first cut of the season will typically take slightly longer, particularly if grass has remained active during the winter period with the first cutting cycle largely completed around mid-April.
	2.21 Before the first cut (typically February) the once and only application of Glyphosate is carried out. (Glyphosate is not used within Cemeteries and Churchyards)
	2.22 Norse also carries out grass cutting on behalf of Suffolk County Council on its highway verges within Towns and Parishes, with the majority of additional cuts paid for by East Suffolk District Council to “top up” the County set frequency. The exi...
	2.23 Highway grass on trunk roads and areas outside of the main towns (A & B roads) is generally carried out either by Suffolk County Council or Highways England and will generally be cut less frequently than those in urban areas.

	3 A new maintenance routine
	3.1 The council is seeking to identify ways in which it’s grounds maintenance programme can sit alongside a responsibility to act as a steward of the local environment. This is important in East Suffolk, where the quality of the natural environment is...
	3.2 Southwold:
	3.3 This year the Town Council, with ESC and the Southwold Common Trust has sought consultation with Norse (whom they have a direct contract with for Town Council assets) to re-profile the grounds maintenance schedule in line with promoting a more bio...
	3.4 Each managed area / site within Southwold has been assessed for possible alternative maintenance routines such as reduced grass cutting from the standard to 2 cuts per year, introduce volunteer only maintenance (and as such would be less intensive...
	3.5 A consultation shall now take place to decide on the approach, seek fresh ideas and once agreed trial the new maintenance schedule for a year. Any savings would then be re-invested into plants and shrubs for the town.
	3.6 Rotherham Borough Council:
	3.7 For over 3 years Rotherham BC has adopted a more bio-diverse grass cutting schedule. This has resulted in a ‘Green Apple’ award for Environmental Best Practice and over 250 compliments from the revised scheme.
	3.8 The Council’s new planting scheme and management of these areas benefits:
	 Rotherham’s wildlife
	 Supports the delivery of the Rotherham Biodiversity Action Plan
	 Reduces the level of maintenance required
	3.9 The meadow-type habitat of native wildflowers and bulbs with the addition of selected non-native flower species provides nectar, flowers and seeds and food sources for many insects, birds and even some mammals.
	3.10 Savings have also been achieved in the region of £23k over a 2 year period for an 8 mile long stretch of road. The primary purpose was not to save money – however this has been a secondary benefit.
	3.11 A New Vision – how could these approaches be translated to East Suffolk?
	3.12 The Plantlife campaign for improved roadside verge management:
	https://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/our-work/publications/good-verge-guide-different-approach-managing-our-waysides-and-verges
	have produced a document which provides for alternative and (importantly) measurable targets for flora on verges which could be employed for East Suffolk. Included are also some suggested management prescriptions set out in the document which we could...
	https://plantlife.love-wildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign
	3.13 In combination with the above a number of other measures should be executed in parallel:
	 Agree a Trial Area for a revised programme. A Saxmundham representative has expressed an interest  in an alternative maintenance scheme with Felixstowe and Woodbridge having declared a local Climate Emergency. These areas could be tested, subject to...
	 The trial area would have a detailed re-assessment of maintenance requirements and to include potentially certain other land management techniques e.g. the deployment of ‘Flying Flocks’ of grazing sheep might be appropriate to aid natural management...
	 Critically the engagement with the Town and Parish Councils is not be underestimated in its importance.  They have the lists of land ESC manage and they can liaise with the local community to decide what land they want cutting less and with ESC deci...
	 All grass to be cut less, unless so required.
	 Other factors such as miles driven, fuel consumed, flora and fauna monitoring, public feedback etc. would be recorded.
	 In conjunction seek consultation with residents, Town Councils, Parish Councils etc. and local support groups such as Greener Growth.
	www.greenergrowth.co.uk
	The trial should run for a full growing season (March 2020 to October 2020) with clearly defined and measurable outputs. Importantly we should as well be prepared for:
	a) Failure
	b) Accidents
	If successful, the council may with  to extend the revised grounds maintenance strategy throughout the District. This would only be done with the support of Town and Parish Councils and a majority of local residents.

	4 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	4.1 The East Suffolk Business Plan has a Vision –
	“Maintain and sustainably improve the quality of life for everyone growing up in, living in, working in and visiting East Suffolk”
	And to enable
	“…our residents to be healthy and to enjoy our coast and countryside; our history, art and culture”
	The delivery of the Plan has a three-pronged strategy. This strategy includes ‘Enabling Communities’ of which Grounds Maintenance can provide a positive input to help deliver against the Strategies objectives. Two of the key strategies are:
	 Healthy and engaged people;
	 Communities looking after their land, food, water, energy, services, jobs and housing
	4.2 The East Suffolk Business Plan has a number of Critical success factors -
	One of those is the Green Environment. As per the ESBP:
	‘Protecting, enhancing and making sustainable use of our environment, including managing the effects of our changing coastline’.
	Having a Grounds Maintenance scheme that seeks to meet or pro-actively support the meeting of this objective should be a consideration for us all.
	4.3 East Suffolk also has an Environmental Policy with a clear ambition of Suffolk being ‘The Greenest County’
	4.4 The objectives of this Policy can be again be met someway by an amended grounds maintenance scheme as this document is promoting for consideration.
	Within the Policy there a number of Actions, each one a distant activity with a specific outcome / evidence. If we decide to proceed with an amended grounds maintenance programme this is where it could be tracked, monitored and hence recorded.

	5 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	5.1 Expenditure on grounds maintenance is in the region of £1.8m annually across the District. This paper does not propose any reduction in this as part of the pilot process.
	5.2 Any findings and changes to policy as a result of these pilot studies would need to be cost neutral in their implementation.

	6 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	6.1 A consistent approach must be adhered to and types of species agreed.  There are lots of species which could benefit from amended maintenance regimes, but to an extent what they are will depend on where the locations are. Particular beneficiaries ...
	6.2 Alternatives to herbicides – for example, a woodchip mulch around tree bases – should be explored as part of this trial
	6.3 Monitoring of data will be important as part of this trial.  If a volunteer network is employed to help with the conservation goals e.g. raking -  were established they could also be trained and deployed to monitor for key indicator species. Anoth...
	6.4 Safety is paramount and  regard must be given to ensuring that vegetation does not obliterate visibility at junctions or obscure mandatory traffic signs so regular cutting to maintain visibility will remain essential.
	6.5 Equipment and machinery: Less frequent grass cutting could indeed become more onerous when ready to be cut due to the additional length and weight etc. Additional or alternative cutting machines may have to be employed.

	7 CONSULTATION
	7.1 A public consultation should be offered, as has started in Southwold, initially for the trial programme and it would require all applicable and then district wide Cllrs to support.

	8 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	8.1 This document is to seek a decision in principle to investigate in further detail an alternative grounds maintenance programme. If so granted other options may become apparent throughout the evaluation process.

	9 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	9.1 The council needs to identify where meaningful responses can be made  to the Climate Emergency, the ESC Environment Policy, and general public opinion .
	9.2 That the decision is made on the basis that safely of the general public is paramount: that we will only cut grass and / or retain the existing grounds maintenance programme where there is a reason to do so e.g. formal parks and where there is a s...
	9.3 That we will only do this in consultation with Town and Parish Councils.
	9.4 These small changes we can employ now will make a big difference over time.
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	Item\ 6\ -\ First\ Light\ Festival
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 In January 2019 Cabinet gave approval to develop plans for a Festival in support of its strategic objectives. The attached Business Case (Appendix A) sets out the proposed programme, operational and safety arrangements, and the benefits of the fes...
	1.2 The council’s investment unlocked funding from other organisations, set out below:
	1.3 Cabinet approved funding to support the festival for a three-year period.
	1.4 Cabinet reviewed similar events and looked at the economic benefit that festivals and events bought to those communities:
	 The National Festival of Making in Blackburn attracted an additional 30,000 visitors to the town over the period of the festival and an economic benefit of £840,000
	 (This is as measured by event IMPACT methodology which includes direct spend, average visitor spend, organiser spend in the local community and overnight stays)
	 The Festival of Thrift – using the same methodology – generated an economic benefit of around £500,000 in 2016 and attracted an additional 40,000 visitors to the town
	 The Vintage by The Sea Festival in Morecambe generated £900,000 in additional benefit in 2015, and £700,000 in 2016.
	1.5 Projected benefits at the time that the business case was written were:
	1.6 The festival was organised and delivered by a Community Interest Company (CIC) with membership drawn from a number of arts organisations from Suffolk and Norfolk, with Wayne Hemingway as the creative lead. The festival was be held on WDC land and ...
	1.7 The Seafront Vision Strategy – approved in 2017 - seeks to increase visitor numbers by attracting a new visitor base to the town. This would be achieved by extending the reach of Lowestoft’s appeal to the growing, urban audiences of Norwich and Ip...
	1.8 The economic development team’s analysis suggests that doubling the distance from which people travel to visit Lowestoft could treble the income the town receives through tourism. Prior to the first f was hoped that the festival would increase the...

	2 impact
	2.1 To start with a review of the measures set out in the business case in 2019, the festival delivered the following results. It should be noted that in most cases, actual results overperformed the expected outcome
	2.2 The festival enjoyed considerable media coverage, both regionally and nationally, and the event also received positively on social media, with near universal praise for the event.
	2.3 Pleasingly, our efforts to correctly position East Suffolk as enablers and facilitators of the festival were understood, with clear references to our own role in its delivery and numerous media interviews with leading figures from the Council.
	2.4 A number of positive stories were published in local newspapers during and following the festival - including the Lowestoft Journal, EDP and EADT. Regional broadcasters BBC Suffolk, BBC East and ITV Anglia covered the event on television and radio...
	2.5 The festival also enjoyed national coverage with a feature on the BBC One evening programme, the One Show.
	2.6 From an East Suffolk perspective, our social media activity was among our most popular ever on any topic, with (for example) over 7,000 views and 3,000 engagements for our post-event Facebook post and universal praise in the comments section for t...
	2.7 Across the weekend, there were more than 1,000 separate, individual posts on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram using the hashtags #firstlightfestival and #firstlightlowestoft and over 2,300 using #lowestoft. According to a third-party analytic websi...
	2.8 Other positive impacts of the festival are shown in the infographic below:

	3 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	3.1 This activity supports several strands of the East Suffolk Business Plan, including:
	 Delivering greater financial sustainability: By increasing the number of visitors to the town, the festival will support local businesses, and increase the contribution that tourism makes to the local economy (currently £74m per year)
	 Enabling communities: Making people feel proud of where they live. The festival is a celebration of Lowestoft’s position as first place to see the sun each day. The programme will include innovative and engaging work about the town’s relationship to...
	 Delivering cultural activity as a way of increasing the number of visits to East Suffolk

	4 The role of the Arts in Lowestoft – Arts Council Aspiration
	4.1 East Suffolk Council through the Lowestoft Cultural Leadership Group is working with cultural partners, Arts Council England, Historic England and NALEP to create a Cultural Strategy for Lowestoft and an ambitious 2025 vision for the town. The rol...
	4.2 The First Light Festival supports the strategic aims of celebrating the town’s position as the most eastern community, contributing to a strong and diverse cultural programme to promote investment and inward growth and develop a compelling and inn...
	4.3 The First Light Festival reinforces other cultural and place-led initiatives happening in the town including Great Places, Making Waves Together, Lowestoft Rising, Local Cultural Education Partnership, Community Action Suffolk Community Enablers a...
	4.4 Despite all the good things that are happening in the town, the socio-economic profile of Lowestoft is likely to point towards less cultural participation than the national average. There are pockets of persistent disadvantage in and around Lowest...
	4.5 Active Lives survey data indicates that 44.5% of the population in Waveney (former district) have engaged in 3 or more cultural activities in a year, which is below the national average of 52.2% (arts activity). In Waveney the number of people tak...
	4.6 In terms of the Community Wellbeing Index, Kirkley is below the national average for participation, which could be corrected through holding participatory projects in the First Light Festival with Beaconsfield Road, Cleveland Road Residents’ Assoc...
	4.7 Arts Council England are currently consulting on their new strategic framework which is designed to enable more people to access the widest possible range of high-quality culture, reaching the hardest to reach through programming and engagement ac...

	5 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	5.1 In 2019, £80,000 invested by East Suffolk Council through retained business rates delivered approx £800,000 of direct local financial benefit (this was the aamout people spent at the festival according to the 1500 people who answered the survey af...
	5.2 This is a 10:1 Return on Investment.
	5.3 The cost of delivering an expanded festival programme for 2020, which will include activity both before and after the main festival event, is £375,000.
	5.4 In addition, in order to provide capacity to deliver the event for 2020, £31,000 is required between September and December 2019 as production costs. This will provide the capacity and the funding to develop the artistic programme and book artists...
	5.5 The total budget is therefore £405,000 across 2019/20
	5.6 First Light CIC, the organisers of the festival have prepared a budget schedule which anticipates £250,000 of income for the event – which includes commercial, sponsorship and fundraised income.
	5.7 The above figures are reasonably conservative – there is the potential that more could be generated, particularly in terms of ticket sales, fundraising and concessions and traders.
	5.8 The proposal, however, is that East Suffolk supports the ‘gap’ between these two sums – to a maximum of £200k. This will enable organisers to start planning the event.
	5.9 It should be noted that the actual commitment could be less than this and organisers will be pushing to maximise income – whilst ensuring that the event remains almost entirely free to visitors.
	5.10 If the same level of return on investment (in terms of local economic benefit) was seen in 2020 as in 2019, then the Return on Investment to local traders would be in the region of £2m

	6 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	6.1 It is proposed that Cabinet agrees to support the festival for 2020 on the basis that it will:
	 Attract 40-50,000 visitors, with a focus on people from outside of Lowestoft’s traditional visitor base.
	 Brand Lowestoft as a desirable and attractive tourist destination
	 Extend the area from which people travel to Lowestoft to include the growing populations of Norwich and Ipswich
	 Contribute directly to the local economy during the course of the festival including increased hotel stays
	 Position Lowestoft as a venue for contemporary arts and events – with the potential for significant financial support from the Arts Council
	 Identify Lowestoft as – uniquely in the UK – the first place to see the sunrise, allowing the town to trade on it’s geographical position
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	Item\ 7\ -\ Public\ Space\ Protection\ Orders
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 These orders have not been reviewed since introduction in 2007 and the current PSPO’s are in place until October 2020.
	1.2 The Home Office guidance states that proposed restrictions should focus on specific behaviours and be proportionate to the detrimental effect that the behaviour is causing or can cause, and as necessary to prevent it from continuing, occurring or ...
	1.3 A PSPO can last up to three years, after which it must be reviewed.  If the review supports an extension and other requirements are satisfied, it may be extended for up to a further three years.
	A Community Protection Notice (CPN) can be issued against a perpetrator of persistent antisocial behaviour. Failure to comply can lead to a fixed penalty notice, remedial action or a court order.
	1.6 Authorisations to use dispersal powers under section 35


	2 Overview of analysis
	2.1 In compliance with the Home Office Guidance, a consultation was undertaken. This included a survey sent to all parish/town councils within a PSPO area to disseminate locally and an advert in the East Anglian Times to publicise the PSPO consultation.
	2.2 We received ninety responses from the consultation survey; 83% were residents with 26% living Felixstowe. 41% of people who responded were aged 46 – 60 years.
	2.3 31% agreed that they had not witnessed any anti-social behaviour in the last 12 months whilst 57% disagreed with this statement. With the statement ‘Alcohol related anti-social behaviour has declined in my identified area’, 28% agreed and 28% disa...
	2.4 43% agreed that they did not understand the current PSPO legislation whilst 23% disagreed.
	2.5 26% agreed that the new ASB legislation is less complicated and more flexible to implement whilst 10% disagreed. 26% supported that the council should not reinstate the present orders, whilst 32% disagreed.

	3 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	3.1 By working with our partners to ensure that East Suffolk remains a safe place for our communities.

	4 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	4.1 A cost of £300 incurred for an advert in the East Anglian Times to publicise PSPO consultation.
	4.2 An estimated cost for removal of signs in ten villages/market towns will be between £800 - £1000 which will be paid for from the East Suffolk Community Safety budget.
	4.3 If the PSPO’s are extended and not discharged, the current signs are not legally valid so will need to be replaced. An estimate in cost of new signs is between £5000 – 10000.

	5 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	5.1 This report has been prepared having taken into account the results of an Equality Impact.

	6 CONSULTATION
	6.1 Attendance at all parish/town council meetings that have a PSPO to discuss new ASB legislation.
	6.2 Publicity of Consultation.
	6.3 Survey sent to the parish/town councils to share in their local communities.
	6.4 Crime data from Suffolk Constabulary.

	7 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	7.1 Maintain current PSPO arrangements until expiry date of October 2020. If the Council wishes to extend orders for a further three years, then a consultation will need to be commenced.

	8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	8.1 That Cabinet agrees  the removal of Designated Public Place Orders (now PSPO’s)  in Felixstowe, Woodbridge, Kesgrave, Rushmere, Leiston, Saxmundham, Kelsale, Wickham Market, Martlesham and Framlingham. The Council does not need to wait for expiry ...
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	Item\ 8\ -\ Felixstowe\ Leisure\ Centre\ Redevelopment\ Options
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 On 2nd April 2013, a Leisure Facilities Options Review was taken to Cabinet (CAB12/13) as the contract with the then Suffolk Coastal District Council’s existing leisure partner, to operate the Council’s four leisure centres, was due to expire in M...
	 Phase One: Procure a leisure operating partner;
	 Phase Two: Procure a leisure development partner to assist with the redevelopment of the districts four aging leisure centres;
	 Phase Three: Develop a programme of works to redevelop the Council’s four leisure centres;

	1.2 Phases One and Two have been completed. For Phase One, Cabinet approved the appointment of Places for People Leisure to operate the Council’s four leisure centres in November 2013 (CAB50/13), delivering an annual operational saving of £500k. For P...
	1.3 The leisure programme is now in Phase Three with the Leisure Redevelopment Programme to the south of the district split into three distinct projects: Deben Leisure Centre; Leiston Leisure Centre; and Felixstowe Leisure Centres.
	1.4 The Deben and Leiston Leisure Centres are now complete and opened in June 2018 and June 2019.
	1.5 The first two projects, Deben and Leiston Leisure Centres, cost circa £3.5m and £4.2m and are facilities that generally service the local community.  With the merger of Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District Councils, Bungay Leisure Centre is also b...
	1.6 The existing Felixstowe Leisure Centre was built in 1985 and consequently is reaching the end of its intended life. Brackenbury Leisure Centre was taken on by the Council in the early 1990s. The two existing facilities in Felixstowe include the fo...
	1.7 The Felixstowe Leisure redevelopment programme has progressed in parallel with  the Council’s separate promotion of development opportunities in North Felixstowe as part of the draft Suffolk Coastal Local Plan.
	1.8 This was first through the production the ‘Felixstowe Leisure Vision’ in October 2017 as part of the draft Local Plan Issues and Options consultation.  Through a masterplanned approach, involving surrounding land and connections with the town, thi...
	1.9 In September 2018 the draft Local Plan progressed to the regulation 18 and regulation 19 stages of the Local Plan process with consultations seeking to refine draft allocations in the plan down to preferred sites, this included the preferred strat...
	1.10 The Council as a landowner responded to this consultation with further masterplanning and evidence of the deliverability of development of this scale across our own land and third party land. This further refined the possible location and scale o...
	1.11 The pace of the Council’s promotion of the North Felixstowe Garden Neighbourhood and Leisure Centre relocation is slightly ahead of the Leisure Strategy for the town and is guided by the progress of the Local Plan Review and its consultations. No...
	1.12 These documents have been clear that a position on Leisure Redevelopment programme has yet to be confirmed and the Council’s potential location for such a facility would be informed by evidence and engagement, including the conclusions reached th...
	1.13 The draft Local Plan, based on information and plans promoted by the Council as landowner also addresses the re-development opportunities for the existing Seafront and Brackenbury sites. The draft Local Plan also allocates these sites for redevel...

	2 Redevelopment OpTions
	2.1 In May 2017, The Sports Consultancy (TSC) was appointed by the Council to undertake an initial options appraisal for the proposed redevelopment of Felixstowe Leisure Centres. The Council wishes to exploit the potential tourism opportunity that a n...
	2.2 The Council feels there is an opportunity in Felixstowe to develop its leisure facilities to become a destination of choice for both residents and tourists, offering the best and appropriate facilities to meet their needs, which also creates an in...
	2.3 The scope of work was based on an initial (RIBA Stage 1) options appraisal study. This enables the options to be developed and refined to the point where the feasibility can be tested at a reasonable level of detail. In particular, design, capital...
	2.4 The brief from the Council set out the overall aspirations for the preferred option:

	 Provide a financial return to the Council;
	 Offer additional revenue opportunities on the site(s) – from both leisure activities and wider opportunities;
	 Take into consideration that the Council wishes leisure facilities in Felixstowe to be destination site(s);
	 Offer activities for all age ranges, with particular emphasis on family entertainment for ‘rainy’ days; and
	 Take into consideration the needs of the main sports bodies and clubs locally (football, swimming, bowls etc.).
	2.5 As part of the options appraisal, TSC also undertook initial consultation with a number of key stakeholders, including the Council’s operator (Places Leisure), Development partner (Pulse Design and Build), Suffolk Sport, Felixstowe Town Council, S...
	2.6 Following consultation with the Council at the outset of the project, the six options (a mix of refurbishment and new build) that formed the basis of the study were as follows:

	 A: Do nothing;
	 B: Refurbishment of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre;
	 C: Rebuilding of Felixstowe Leisure Centre on the existing seafront site (and closure of Brackenbury Leisure Centre);
	 D: Rebuilding of Brackenbury Leisure Centre on the existing site (and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre);
	 E: New build leisure centre at Eastwood Ho! and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre; and
	 F: New build leisure centre at North Felixstowe and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre.
	2.7 For the new build options, TSC assessed three facility mixes, ranging from a minimum replacement of the existing provision to a destination venue. The analysis took into account the consultation undertaken, a review of existing Council policies an...

	 25m, 8-lane swimming pool (can be reduced to 6 dependent upon cost)
	 15m x 8.5m learner pool with moveable floor
	 6-court sports hall (can be reduced to 4 dependent upon cost)
	 100-station gym
	 2 x dance studios
	 1 x spin studio
	 1 x multi-purpose room
	 Thermal suite (sauna and steam)
	 Café for 40–50 people.
	 Full sized 3rd generation football pitch
	 250 free car parking spaces
	2.8 It was also subsequently further tested the options through engagement with Sport England and the commissioning of an updated Facilities Planning Assessment modelling exercise from them. Sport England has also outlined its new Strategic Planning G...
	2.9 Having established the six options to be assessed and the preferred facility mix for the new build options with them, an appraisal was undertaken against a series of common criteria as follows:

	 Capital cost
	 Ongoing revenue cost
	 Site capacity
	 Strategic fit
	 Council ownership and availability
	 Accessibility (Private Car)
	 Accessibility (Public Transport)
	 Continuity of service for existing facilities' users
	 Planning issues
	 Visibility of the site/potential frontage
	 Synergies with surrounding land use/activities
	 Future extension potential
	 Delivery of a long-term solution
	2.11 A summary of the evaluation is presented in Section 3. Further details can be found in Appendix 2.
	3 Outcome of options
	3.1 Option A – Do nothing
	Pros:
	 It would incur a lower up-front cost than all of the other options.
	 The facilities are already operational, so there would be no disruption to service.
	Cons:
	 It would not address the existing long-term revenue cost of the two existing facilities.
	 It would not meet any of the Council’s aspirations or objectives for leisure.
	 It would continue the inefficient provision of two separate facilities in the town.
	 It would not accommodate the additional future demand from a growing population.
	 It would not address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 It would not address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	Option B – Refurbishment of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre
	Pros:
	 While a refurbishment option would improve the existing facilities to some extent, given their age, it would not provide a long-term solution for the Council.
	Cons:
	 It would not meet the Council’s long-term objective for leisure facilities.
	 It would continue the provision of two facilities in the town. This is not an efficient way to deliver facilities and is not supported by Sport England.
	 Refurbishment would also inevitably entail some disruption to service at both sites.
	 Although it might address them in part, it is unlikely to be able to address in full the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 Although it might address them in part, it is unlikely to be able to address in full the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	 Refurbishment schemes by their nature carry a much higher risk than new-build projects.
	Option C – Rebuilding of Existing Felixstowe Leisure Centre on the existing seafront site (and closure of Brackenbury Leisure Centre)
	Pros:
	 It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the town.
	 It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to the existing facilities.
	 It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	 The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs.
	 There is the potential for a capital receipt from the sale of the Brackenbury site, which would then contribute to the overall project cost.
	Cons:
	 As a seafront site, it is not ideal in that the potential catchment area for this site is reduced in size (one side of it is the sea).
	 The site is not easily accessible for those travelling from the north of the town.
	 The size of the site is constrained and it is unlikely that the Council’s full facility aspiration could be accommodated.
	 Given the constrained nature of the site, there would inevitably be disruption to service while the development takes place. It is likely that this could be for approximately 18 months to 2 years.
	Option D – Rebuilding of Brackenbury Leisure Centre on the existing site (and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre)
	Pros:
	 It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the town.
	 It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to the existing facilities.
	 It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	 The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs.
	 The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment population, bringing the centre within reach of a greater number of people.
	 The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future expansion potential.
	 There is the potential for a capital receipt from the sale of the Felixstowe site, which would then contribute to the overall project cost.
	Cons:
	 The location of the site within a residential area away from the main routes into/out of Felixstowe means that it would not have visual presence within the town, something that is considered crucial to attracting members.
	 There would be no scope to generate a capital receipt from the Brackenbury site.
	 As development would be on one of the two existing facility sites, continuity of service would be difficult to achieve.
	Option E – New build leisure centre at Eastwood Ho and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre
	Pros:
	 It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the town.
	 It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to the existing facilities.
	 It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	 Being a new site, continuity of service could be achieved.
	 The site is owned by the Council, so there would be no land purchase costs.
	 The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment population (by about 80,000 compared to the sea front site), bringing the centre within reach of a greater number of people.
	 The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future expansion potential.
	 There is the potential for capital receipt from the sale of both the Felixstowe and Brackenbury sites, which would then contribute to the overall project cost.
	Cons:
	 The site is not prominent, being located away from the main A154 into the town and therefore the centre would lack visible presence.
	Option F: New build leisure centre at North Felixstowe and closure of Felixstowe Leisure Centre and Brackenbury Leisure Centre
	Pros:
	 It would deliver a new build facility, which would improve the quality of provision in the town.
	 It would significantly improve the long-term revenue position for the Council compared to the existing facilities.
	 It would address the known accessibility/disability access issues at both existing centres.
	 It would address the known issues with energy efficiency at both existing centres.
	 The location of the site away from the sea front would increase the catchment population (by about 80,000 compared to the sea front site), bringing the centre within reach of a greater number of people.
	 The site is large enough to accommodate the Council’s full facility aspiration and future expansion potential.
	 There is the potential for capital receipt from the sale of both the Felixstowe and Brackenbury sites, which would then contribute to the overall project cost.
	 The site occupies a prominent position on the main A154 into the town, so the centre would have a very visible presence and be easily accessible to a wide population.
	Cons:
	 The Council does not own the site, so arrangements to acquire the land informed by the masterplanned allocation need to be negotiated.
	3.2 The table below summarises the evaluation scores for the six options. As can be seen, option 6 emerges from it as the preferred option. Option 5 also delivers many of the same benefits; however, the prominence of the location for option 6 is a ver...

	4 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	4.1 The Felixstowe Leisure Centre options would meet two specific actions within the East Suffolk business plan:
	4.2 The re-development options would also contribute to two of three of the East Suffolk Business Plan corporate priorities:
	4.3 The business case for redeveloping the Felixstowe Leisure facilities will meet 8 out of 10 of the East Suffolk Business plans Critical Success Factors:

	5 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	5.1 TSC provided initial 20-year income and expenditure projections and capital cost estimates for the three new facility options. These were a new facility costing circa £15m (minimum replacement of existing provision), £17m (enhanced provision) and ...
	5.2 Provision has been made in the capital programme for the proposed redevelopment of the Felixstowe’s leisure centres. Additional funding would come from the sale of the existing sites, borrowing (financed by the improved management fee for the new ...
	5.3 For this reason, the Council has already started the process of engagement with Sport England. In addition, it should be noted that Sport England has already provided support for the Council’s developments at Deben. The Council has also promoted t...
	5.4 In order to take the project forward, the next step would be to undertake a detailed (RIBA Stage 2) feasibility study on the preferred option. The estimated cost of this is £250,000. Once completed, officers would aim to present the findings to Ca...
	5.5 In addition, to support the ongoing project development and evidence base for the proposals, officers are seeking a budget of £25,000 to enable the updating of the existing Built Facilities and Playing Pitch Strategies.

	6 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	6.1 This report has been prepared having taken into account the results of an Equality Impact Assessment.

	7 CONSULTATION
	7.1 An online public consultation survey was held using a Survey Monkey platform between 19th February and 30th April 2018. 996 individuals completed the survey.
	7.2 Furthermore, the Leisure Team attended and presented at several events during the same period.  The presentations were made to the following groups and organisations: Felixstowe Town Council, Level Two Youth, Felixstowe Society, Felixstowe Sports ...
	7.3 The analysis of the public consultation can be seen in Appendix C.  The questions were designed to understand what was important to the community in a leisure centre, so that this could be added to the initial options appraisal.
	7.4 The questions asked were as follows:
	7.5 Headline outcomes from the survey show:
	 65% of respondents do not use sports facilities outside of Felixstowe.
	This underlines the importance of having a facility that is accessible to as many residents of the town as possible (as well as those from further afield).
	 The 5 most popular activities were:
	Leisure swimming;
	Swimming to keep fit;
	Gym/health and fitness activities;
	Exercise classes; and
	Racketsports.
	All of these sports are covered by the facility mixes proposed.
	 68% of respondents travel to the leisure centre by car.
	This underlines the importance of an accessible site with sufficient space for adequate car parking.
	 48% of respondents would be prepared to travel 5 to 10 minutes to a new leisure centre.
	This underlines the need to maximise the reach of the 5-10 minute drivetime catchment.
	 51% of respondents prioritised the proximity of facilities to a free car park with 51% ranking this as the most important. It was not so important for leisure facilities to be located near a school.
	 Many respondents felt the current facilities were inadequate.
	This underlines the need for a fundamental redevelopment of the Council’s facilities, rather than short-tern upgrades of the existing buildings.

	8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	8.1 Officers recommend the following:
	8.2 To assist with the financial planning of the East Suffolk capital programme.
	8.3 To assist with the delivery of key corporate actions within the council’s leisure strategy.
	8.4 To provide quality leisure and health facilities/services that are accessible and available to residents and visitors of the area for generations to come, whilst ensuring the best interests of the council are met.
	8.5 To secure the appropriate resources to ensure delivery of the redevelopment of a quality, modern, fit for purpose leisure centre, meeting the needs of local communities and supporting the councils invest to save aspirations.
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	Item\ 9\ \ -\ East\ Suffolk\ Environment\ Task\ Group
	1 INTRODUCTION
	1.1 On 24 July 2019 (Full Council agenda item 9(a)), after considering a notice of motion about climate change, the Council resolved unanimously to:
	Declare a climate emergency
	Set up a Cross Party Task Group, commencing by October 2019, to investigate ways to cut East Suffolk Council’s carbon and harmful emissions on a spend to save basis, with ambition to make East Suffolk Council (including all buildings and services) car...
	To work with Suffolk County Council and other partners across the county and region, including the LEP and the Public Sector Leaders, towards the aspiration of making the county of Suffolk carbon neutral by 2030.
	To work with the government to:
	a) deliver its 25 year Environmental Plan and
	b) increase the powers and resources available to local authorities in order to make the 2030 target easier to achieve.

	2 EAST SUFFOLK Environment task group
	2.1 “The implementation of Environmental Policy” is something for which the Cabinet has responsibility. See item 25 on the list of services and functions within the Cabinet’s responsibilities on page 32 of the Council’s Constitution. Therefore, it is ...
	2.2 It is proposed that the Task Group be comprised of nine elected members, being seven from the Conservative, one from the GLI Group and one Labour member. The Task Group will meet at least every quarter but potentially more frequently than that in ...
	2.3 The Terms of Reference for the Task Group are set out in Appendix A to this report.
	2.4 At its first meeting, the Task Group will draw up a work programme of priority areas for consideration. It will also receive a report on the results of an external review of the Council’s own carbon emissions which is currently being undertaken.
	2.5 The Council has an important community leadership role to play regarding the climate change agenda. Already, it has a good community network, the Greenprint Forum, by which it has gained community support and the ability to take local action. East...
	2.6 For some areas of the climate change agenda, the Council has direct responsibility and control. For others, the Council will need to work with partners, across the county and region. This includes working with the Suffolk Climate Change Partnershi...

	3 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	3.1 The Council’s current Business Plan sets out our vision to maintain and sustainably improve the quality of life for everyone growing up in, living in, working in and visiting east Suffolk.
	3.2 Within this overarching vision, there are three key strategic themes. Firstly, that of enabling communities, and specifically supporting communities to look after their land, food, water, energy, services, jobs and housing. Secondly, within the ec...
	3.3 A review of the Business Plan is scheduled in October 2019 and, as a result, the environment is likely to feature more prominently. The creation of an East Suffolk Environment Task Group will help the Council to prioritise activities which protect...

	4 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	4.1 The only direct financial implications arising from these proposals are the administrative costs associated with running the Task Group. These costs can be absorbed within existing budgets. Any recommendations arising from the work of the Task Gro...
	4.2 The Chairman of the Task Group will report directly to Cabinet about the work being carried out, with quarterly up-dates.

	5 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	5.1 An Equality Impact Assessment is not required for this proposal.

	6 CONSULTATION
	6.1 No external consultation required for the setting up of this Task Group.

	7 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	7.1 Council resolved, at its meeting on 24 July 2019, to set up an Environmental Task Group, therefore, no other options have been considered.

	8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	8.1 To establish an East Suffolk Environment Task Group as recommended by Council on 24 July 2019.


	Item\ 10\ -\ East\ Suffolk\ Food\ &\ Health\ &\ Safety\ Service\ Plan
	1  INTRODUCTION
	2 REVIEW OF SERVICE PLAN 2018/19
	2.1 The Council’s performance in meeting targets identified within the 2018/19 Service Plan, and any variance, is contained in paragraphs 7.1, 13.1 and 19.1 of this year’s Service Plan, which is attached as Appendix A to this report.
	2.2 Members’ attention is also drawn to the key achievements delivered in 2018/19, which are set out in paragraphs 7.2, 13.2 and 19.2
	2.3 Areas for service improvement are set out in paragraphs 8, 14 and 20.
	2.4 The Council’s performance in 2018/19 shows a small reduction in the percentage of food businesses broadly compliant with food safety requirements but the overall figure remains high and above the national average. The number of food businesses rat...
	2.5 As in previous years the team’s performance in meeting the intervention programme remains very strong. This has been achieved along with the additional work necessary to prepare for the creation of a single authority and following the departure of...
	2.6 In 2017 members asked for some comparative national data to benchmark the Council’s performance against. At the time of drafting this report the FSA were still to publish national performance data for 2018/19 and so the national performance data i...
	3 FOOD STANDARDS AGENCY REgulating our future programme
	3.1 The FSA’s Register a Food Business digital service, which went live in September 2018, is continuing to connect local authorities to the service. The service captures registration data from food business operators and provides guidance to support ...
	3.2 The new service is being tested with early adopting local authorities and East Suffolk Council has recently signed up for the service and will provide feedback to inform the future development of the system.
	3.3 The service has been developed by the FSA with food business operators in mind and will enable central oversight by the agency of all food businesses registered in the UK. At present food business registration is coordinated and controlled by indi...
	3.4 National Inspection Strategies (NIS) are also being developed by the FSA and Primary Authorities and their partner food businesses which have multiple outlets in a number of local authority areas are working together to develop National Inspection...

	4 EAT OUT AND TAKE OUT EAT WELL HEALTHIER FOOD AWARDS
	4.1 In 2018 east Suffolk councils worked with the Public Health Team and other Suffolk local authorities on the launch of the Take out Eat Well scheme which builds on the success of the Eat out Eat Well Scheme both of which are designed to encourage a...
	4.2  The Council continues to promote both schemes through its website, through publicity on social media and during inspections. East Suffolk currently has 12 award winning takeaway premises and 43 premises holding an award in the Eat out Eat Well sc...
	6 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	6.1 One of the Council’s three priorities within the East Suffolk Business Plan is economic growth and recognition that a strong local economy is essential for vibrant local communities. Given the importance of local food production, preparation and s...
	6.2 One of the critical success factors underpinning the Vision in the Business Plan is enabling people to take responsibility for their own mental and physical health and well-being, helping them to live active and healthy lives, while remaining safe...
	7 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	7.1 There are no new financial implications for the Council from the proposals within this year’s Service Plan. Targets and service improvements will be met from budgets already approved for the delivery of the services in 2019/20.

	8 CONSULTATION
	8.1 Scrutiny Committee was consulted on the Service Plan at its meeting on 25 July 2019 and recommended the Plan to Council.

	9 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	9.1 The FSA Framework Agreement and HSE National Local Authority Enforcement Code set out in detail the requirements of local authority Food Safety and Health and Safety Service Plans and the framework and guidance has been used in the drafting of the...

	10 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	10.1 The Council is required under the FSA Framework Agreement and HSE National Local Authority Enforcement Code to approve a Food and Health and Safety Service Plan for 2019/20 and review its performance in 2018/19.
	BACKGROUND PAPERS

	Each Service Area has a Head of Service, Phil Gore being the Head of Environmental Services and Port Health.
	We have a diverse range of food businesses operated by and/or associated with ethnic minorities. This includes Chinese, Bangladeshi, Turkish, Greek, Thai, Portuguese and Polish. The majority of food businesses run by these groups are takeaways, restau...
	If the UK leaves the EU without a deal, the UK will be treated as a third country and our exports of animals and animal products to the EU will need to be accompanied by Export Health Certificates (EHCs). Those EHCs will be requested from APHA* by the...
	4. SERVICE DELIVERY – FOOD SAFETY
	Food samples may be taken and submitted as part of a special investigation eg in response to a food hazard warning, or to other intelligence received about potential food safety and quality issues.
	The sampling of shellfish and river water in commercial shellfish production areas is carried out in consultation with the FSA and CEFAS for the purpose of maintaining the necessary EU classifications for those areas and for monitoring the risk of alg...
	The Food and Safety Team will assess and respond accordingly to reports of communicable diseases, including food-associated illness. The investigation of outbreaks of food poisoning is conducted in liaison with the Consultant in Communicable Disease C...

	Joint civil contingency and emergency stand-by arrangements exist to respond to suspected or confirmed outbreaks of infectious disease or food poisoning with either the potential to cause serious harm or death to any person, or debilitating illness o...
	The team has a programme to deliver the Level 2 Award in Food Safety in Catering.
	6.  QUALITY ASSESSMENT
	7.1 Identification of any Variation from the Service Plan – Food Safety
	12. QUALITY ASSESSMENT
	13.1 Identification of any Variation from the Service Plans - Health and Safety
	13.2  The health and safety key achievements in 2018/19 worthy of note are:
	18.  QUALITY ASSESSMENT
	A selection of files and correspondence will be monitored during the course of the year.
	Nautilus remains our intranet system to provide a single point of contact for relevant legislation and procedures used within Port Health. New information is being entered into Nautilus as it arises and existing information is being reviewed and migra...
	GLOSSARY OF TERMS

	Item\ 11-\ Establishment\ of\ Community\ Partnerships
	1 Why have COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS?
	1.1 During the consultation process on the creation of the East Suffolk Council (ESC), concerns were expressed about the larger wards which were proposed, and the increased populations in each, averaging 3,670 residents per Councillor.
	1.2 There was also concern about the size of the geographical areas of each ward to be covered by the 55 newly elected Councillors of the ESC. It was anticipated that it might be a challenge for Councillors to develop and maintain good working relatio...
	1.3 Therefore, the Constitution and Governance Working Group of the Shadow Authority for the ESC, at its meeting on 22/10/19 endorsed the concept of CPs, as a means to address these concerns.
	1.4 In paragraph 13 of the Summary of the ESC’s Constitution, on page 8, under the heading “Partnership Working”, the ESC acknowledged the importance of collaboration, in assisting it to meet its vision and objectives. It specifically stated that the ...

	2 what are community partnerships?
	2.1 It is proposed to create eight CPs, based on logical, geographical groupings of communities, using the ESC ward boundaries as the building blocks. Each of the eight CPs will include between two and six wards. The proposed CPs are shown on the map ...

	2.2 The CPs will
	 provide a positive way for Councillors to reach into their communities and bring them together, with other stakeholders, at regular meetings, workshops and events.
	 Discuss, analyse and understand local needs based on facts, figures and local insight provided by the Suffolk Observatory and the Suffolk Office of Data Analytics (SODA), and develop collaborative solutions to meet those needs.
	 facilitate partnership working and collaboration at a much more local level.
	 enable ESC to pool and devolve funding, and involvement in decision making, to its communities.
	 be innovative, informal and develop to suit the needs of each CP area.
	2.3 Each ESC Councillor for a CP area will be a member of that CP so there will be between 4 and 14 ESC Councillors per CP. The table below shows the wards in each area, the number of councillors and the number of residents registered to vote in each ...
	2.4 To maximise their effectiveness and ability to innovate, it is hoped that CPs will evolve differently in each of the eight localities, within a framework agreed by ESC. It is not envisaged that each CP will be the same because they will develop to...
	2.5 It is intended to launch CPs in October/November 2019 by offering an open invitation to a community workshop in each of the eight areas. At this workshop, key facts and figures about the CP area will be presented, and local intelligence/feedback w...
	2.6 The first meetings of the CPs will be held in January/February/March 2020. These sessions will be by invitation only to those groups of representatives which will constitute the CP, the membership of which is outlined below. The CPs will be chaire...
	2.7 Each CP will meet at least quarterly.

	3 WHO WILL BE INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS?
	3.1 Each CP will include all of the ESC Councillors for that area – between 4 and 14 Councillors per CP. The other core members of each CP are as follows:
	 Town and Parish Council representation (agreed through the Suffolk Association of Local Councils – SALC)
	 Suffolk County Councillors whose Divisions cover all or any of the wards within  a CP area
	 VCS representation (agreed through the VCS infrastructure organisation – Community Action Suffolk)
	 Youth representation
	Other members are likely to include local representation (agreed individually with these organisations) from:
	 Suffolk Police
	 The relevant Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) – Great Yarmouth and Waveney CCG or Ipswich and East Suffolk CCG
	 Business representation – agreed through the Business Forums/Chambers of Commerce
	 Three CPs will include the relevant place-based initiatives – Lowestoft Rising, Leiston Together and Felixstowe Forward
	3.2 Positive meetings have been held to date with Suffolk County Council, SALC, Community Action Suffolk and the Police who are all supportive and keen to work with us to develop the ESC CP concept further.

	4 how will community partnerships work?
	4.1 CPs will be interactive and participatory meetings rather than formal area committees. Meetings will be held in the CP area in an accessible and suitable venue.
	4.2 Each meeting will be in two parts. One part will focus on the priorities identified by Town and Parish Councils and communities, gathered through a variety of mechanisms for example social media, through the various representatives at the meeting ...
	4.3 The ambition is that each CP will evolve organically to reflect local distinctiveness, assets and needs.
	4.4 The Chair of each CP will automatically join the Strategic Partnership Board. This will provide an opportunity for the eight CP Chairs to meet with strategic partners such as the Police, County Council, Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs), VCSE (...
	4.5 It is proposed that there will be an annual East Suffolk-wide Forum where representatives from all eight CPs can come together with community stakeholders, business representatives and strategic partners to jointly problem-solve, promote their ach...

	what resources will each community partnership have?
	4.6 Each CP will have a budget of £10,000 in year 1 (2019/20), and £25,000 per annum in the following three years which can be spent against one or more priorities agreed by the CP (and consistent with the ESC Business Plan).
	4.7 ESC will also make available a strategic CP Budget of £150,000 in 2019/20 and £300,000 per annum for the next three years that CPs, through their Chair, can bid to for bigger projects and/or projects that cover more than one CP area.
	4.8 ESC Staff will be expected to engage with the CPs. The Communities and Economic Development Teams are already aligned to work to the proposed CP areas.
	4.9 Additional staffing resource will be supported through the New Homes Bonus to support CPs, including the provision of a CP Manager. Staffing will also be made available from the Democratic Services team for the arrangement of the CP meetings, incl...
	4.9 It is proposed that both SALC and Community Action Suffolk be provided with funds of up to £10K each, from the ESC, to assist them to support Town/Parish Councils and the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise organisations respectively, in wo...

	5 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	5.1 CPs will support the delivery of the ESC Vision ‘Maintain and sustainably improve the quality of life for everyone growing up in, living in, working in and visiting East Suffolk’ at a very local level.
	5.2 CPs have a key role to play in relation to the ESC’s Enabling Communities ambitions and will support Economic Growth through engagement with the business sector and with local businesses and business people. Potentially all of the ten critical suc...
	5.3 CPs have the potential to support the delivery of a range of actions in the Business Plan and indeed have the potential to  inform the development of the new ESC Business Plan – these include actions around improving mental and physical health and...

	6 FINANCIAL AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
	6.1 The ESC will act as an accountable body for CPs, as it does for the ESC’s three place-based initiatives and as did the former Councils of Suffolk Coastal, and Waveney in relation to the East Suffolk Partnership. This means that the funds are held,...
	6.2 It is anticipated that this approach will enable the CP meetings to be open, inclusive and interactive, with a workshop style, rather than that of a formal board or committee meeting.
	6.3 Each CP will agree how frequently (minimum of four per year) it is to meet, and some  ground rules about how the meetings will be run, which will be developed in their Terms of Reference (to be agreed at an early meeting of each CP). Each would de...
	6.4 All CP decisions will be based upon reasoned briefing notes and sufficient information (which would be publicly available). This approach, which builds upon the effective ESP model, would enable quick decision making, maximise progress between mee...
	6.5 The funding for each CP area, if a grant-based approach is the preferred option, would be allocated through a multi-agency Funding Panel made up of the ESC Councillors who sit on the CP, together with a Town and Parish Council, local business, VCS...
	6.6 The CP budgets will be allocated against clear criteria (linked to the ESC Business Plan) designed to ensure that funding is not used for purposes beyond the ESC’s powers or indeed the law. A robust and scored (against an agreed scoring matrix) as...
	6.7 The proposed funding allocation for four years through the New Homes Bonus was agreed by the Shadow Authority for East Suffolk at its meeting on (DATE)(Paper XXX refers). The updated, proposed expenditure for the CPS is shown below, and is slightl...

	7 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	7.1 This report has been prepared having considered the results of an Equality Impact Assessment (highlight any issues arising from that assessment and list the Impact Assessment as a Background Paper below).(ARE THERE ANY ISSUES FROM THE EIA?)

	8 CONSULTATION
	8.1 A Working Group of ESC Councillors, consisting of a Councillor from each of the new CP areas, plus the Leaders of the other political parties (or their representative), has been involved in developing the ESC’s proposed approach to CPS. This has e...
	8.2 Engagement with key partners around the purpose and benefits of CPs will continue to be very important, as will developing some key messages – along the lines of those in Appendix B – to ensure wider, public understanding of what CPs are and how t...

	9 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	9.1 Various options have been considered in relation to the form and function of CPs.

	10 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	10.1 A commitment has been made to develop and deliver CPs, in response to concerns about a potential democratic deficit caused by the ESC having fewer Councillors, covering larger geographical areas, with larger populations than before it was created...
	10.2 The model proposed in this report provides an exciting, new opportunity to engage with our communities and their representatives in an innovative and unique way. It will involve the CPs in addressing local issues based on data, evidence and insig...
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	Item\ 12\ -\ Worlingham\ Community\ Facility\ -\ Amended\ CIL\ Funding\ -\ Updated\ Bid
	1 INTRODUCTION
	Spending of Community Infrastructure Levy
	1.1 Waveney District Council introduced the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on the 1st August 2013, following the adoption of its CIL Charging Schedule by Full Council on the 22nd May 2013. Suffolk Coastal District Council introduced CIL on 13th J...
	1.2 CIL is the main way in which the Council now collects contributions from developers for infrastructure provision to support development planned in the Council’s Local Plan . It largely replaces the need for Section 106 planning obligations. Howeve...
	1.3 Both former Councils agreed, through Full Council, that decisions on what to spend CIL on should be made through an annual programming process supported by an annually updated infrastructure plan. Recommendations on what to spend CIL on were made ...
	1.4 In the September 2018 the Waveney District Council Cabinet Report (Item 6 REP1837) listed 6 projects proposed to receive CIL funding totalling £738,962. This included the following section relevant to Worlingham Community Facility:
	1.5 The agreed funding has now been established in a deed between the Council and Worlingham Community Facility dated 15th May 2019 based on the terms set out above.
	1.6 Since becoming East Suffolk Council, a new Local Plan Working Group is in the final stages of being established but its first meeting date has not yet been arranged. Under these circumstances this report has been prepared directly for Cabinet foll...
	1.7 Under those circumstances the consideration of awarding CIL funding for individual projects outside of a round of bids is reserved for exceptional circumstances. In this instance an update to an existing bid has been received to request further fu...
	Worlingham Community Facility updated CIL bid
	1.8 The original Worlingham Primary School on the site closed in 2013 as part of the Suffolk middle schools restructuring. The existing Worlingham Middle School was then converted into a primary school covering pupils age 4 – 11.
	1.9 As was the case with a wide number of school sites across the County, the County Council sought alternative uses of those sites, whether for education, community or housing uses. In this case the Worlingham Primary School site was seen to be of im...
	1.10 The Worlingham Community Facility, as a community group, established itself to bring forward this community development. They and the County Council recognised that it would be necessary to develop the primary school site for both 13 homes and th...
	1.11 The primary school building was then demolished by the County Council. However, pre-commencement conditions on the permission were not discharged and therefore the original planning permission can no longer be implemented. Worlingham Community Fa...
	1.12 The detailed design of the proposals and costing of the construction of the community facility by the developer has now provided a clear picture of the viability of this development. It is now apparent, that the proposal submitted in 2015 is cons...
	1.13 The comprehensive development does include 15 new homes to enable this development. The developer still rightfully expects to make a profit on those homes and the delivery of the community facility has to be factored in as a cost of this developm...
	1.14 When it comes to rationalising on a development’s provisions it is affordable housing and elements of the design which may typically be reduced in order to make a development viable. Under the current circumstances the viability and affordable ho...
	1.15 The updated bid requests a total of £192,769 in CIL funding, which is the full funding gap currently identified in the project. £43,291 of this shortfall is not as a result of the effect that CIL liability has on the development. It is recommende...

	2 CIL INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN FOR 2018/19
	2.1 The CIL Infrastructure Plan for 2018/19 outlines the infrastructure which is needed to support development planned for in the Waveney Local Plan. The plan is updated annually and it should be noted that further projects will be added to the plan a...
	2.2 The Worlingham Community Facility is included in the CIL Infrastructure Plan as ‘Essential’ infrastructure and a cost of up to £1,000,000 to build the facility is recognised in that plan.
	2.3 In order for a project to receive CIL funding, it should:
	 Be a type of infrastructure included on the Council’s Regulation 123 List (though 123 lists will be replaced by Annual Funding Statements from 1st September 2019).
	 Be identified in the latest Infrastructure Plan.
	 Be a project on which work can usually start or be committed to within the current financial year.
	 Be broadly in line with the phasing of infrastructure outlined in the Infrastructure Plan unless there are exceptional reasons for earlier/later delivery.

	3 HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO THE EAST SUFFOLK BUSINESS PLAN?
	3.1 The CIL spend programme and governance arrangements have many links to the East Suffolk Business Plan and the three-pronged strategy contained within it.
	3.2 Enabling Communities – the introduction of CIL across the district ensures that local communities receive funds through the Neighbourhood Funds outlined in the CIL Regulations. These additional funds will further enable communities to feel proud o...
	3.3 Economic Growth – the CIL Charging Schedule was developed through detailed viability assessment of typical development seen across the district. Introducing CIL has not had an impact on the overall viability of development in the district and will...
	3.4 Financial self-sufficiency – the CIL Regulations allow for a local authority to retain some CIL funds to cover administrative costs. Retaining 5% of the CIL funds generated across the district will help cover the costs of the CIL programme and ena...

	4 Financial and Governance IMPLICATIONS
	4.1 Setting up and administrating the CIL spend programme and governance arrangements is covered in existing budgets. However, as described in section 3, 5% of CIL receipts can be retained each year to help cover these costs.

	5 OTHER KEY ISSUES
	5.1 This report has been prepared having taken into account the results of an Equality Impact Assessment.

	6 CONSULTATION
	6.1 No consultation has been necessary for this recommendation.

	7 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	7.1 Members have the option of not agreeing CIL funding for this project and retaining CIL funds for future use or deferring consideration of this increased bid as part of a more comprehensive round of bids. These options  would cause delays and uncer...
	7.2 If this alternative approach was taken then the developer may not proceed in acquiring the site or the Community Facility Trust would need to consider whether the proposed facility needs to be reduced in size, specification or quality to achieve c...

	8 REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION
	8.1 This community led development is an important part of the local community infrastructure provision and a recognised shortfall in provision for this large village. The Council is committed to supporting its delivery and enabling this to happen wit...


	Item\ 13\ -\ East\ Suffolk\ Performance\ Report\ -\ Quarterly\ Performance\ Quarter\ 1
	1. INTRODUCTION
	1.1 This Quarterly Performance Report has been produced to summarise the Council’s performance for the first quarter of 2019/20 (1 April to 30 June 2019).  It captures how the Council performed and reports against deliverables within the East Suffolk ...

	3. OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
	3.1 Quarterly Performance Reports enable the Cabinet, other Members of the Council and the public to scrutinise the performance of the Council against strategic deliverables and key indicators in accordance with the approved Business Plan.


